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namaskar, i've recently started to
learn sanskrit. i'm a little afraid to
ask you some questions. but, i'm

rather curious about the reason for
the use of sanskrit for jyotish (vedic

astrology). could you share with
me your experience? first, i would
like to thank you for responding to

my query. actually, i am quite
curious to know the reason for the
use of sanskrit for jyotish. i have

just started learning sanskrit and i
am quite a beginner. how i would
go about learning sanskrit? which
books should i read? salaam. first
of all, i would like to congratulate
you on your great site. it's quite

impressive. i am a student of
sanskrit and i would like to know
how i could learn sanskrit. i am

having a hard time with it. i would
be very much obliged if you could
tell me some useful website where
i could learn sanskrit. also, i would
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like to know what books to read. i
am also interested in vedic

astrology. thank you. namaskar. i
am a ph.d. student of sanskrit. i
would like to know what kind of

sanskrit books to read and which
ones to avoid. i am also interested
in vedic astrology and i would like
to know some sanskrit books. also,
could you please tell me where i
could learn sanskrit? thank you.

namaste. greetings. i am a student
of sanskrit and i would like to know

what kind of books i should read
and which ones to avoid. also, i

would like to know which sanskrit
books are useful in the field of

vedic astrology. thank you.
namaste. i am a student of

sanskrit. i would like to know what
kind of books to read and which

ones to avoid. i would also like to
know what sanskrit books are

useful in the field of vedic
astrology. thank you.
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about Thaai Sthal Seetha Astrology
With Full Details. Is it possible to
predict all the events of life or life
for whole year (or. Books for all

your horoscope related problems
Hi all, I am looking for an

incantation book. It is one that
talks about the powers of the

various jyotis and their use, like the
power of Grahasti, the power of
Padmakarika, Brahmasti, etc. In

this, you can find why a mantra has
a certain power. I have searched

and can only find Jyotish
Alchemical Prasadam and Bhoota

Vigraha Shastra. Please help, I
need only incantation books, not

Jyotish Upanishad. Thank you. I am
a 72 year old student of sanskrit. I

have as a paper to write. I have the
book edited with the Nagesvari
Commentary by Sri Harisankara
Sharma. I have also downloaded
the book with english translation

from archives.org. As I have missed
quite a few classes and as I am not

able to follow the text, given my
limited knowledge of sanskrit, I
wonder if you can recommend
some site or book which would
make understanding a bit more
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easier. You have a wonderful
collection of books and I wish I had
seen it earlier. Thanks a lot Mohana

Moorthy We have to make the
voice of the student mother. It's
true that we learn through the

books. Some books are the books
like the Devi Bhagawat Geeta,
Bhagvad Geeta, Upanishads,

Ramayana and Mahabharata. They
are all from the Bhagavata Purana.
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